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Let ff denote the set of all solutions of

(1) y" + a(t)f(y) = 0

which exist on some positive half-line [Ty, oo), where F„ depends on

the particular solution y. A solution of (1) is said to be oscillatory if,

given /0>0, there exists t>t0 such that y(t)—0; the equation itself

is said to be oscillatory if each yE$ is oscillatory.

With f(y) sy!*+' (w^l) and a>0, Atkinson [l] proved that all

solutions of (1) are oscillatory if and only if

ta(t)dt = + oo.

o

For the more general equation (1) with y/(y)>0 for y?*0 and /'

continuous and nonnegative, Waltman [6] proved that all solutions

are oscillatory if and only if (2) holds, provided a > 0 and

>• • J/(y)l ̂
hm inf —j—j— ̂ 0

„-.„       \y\p

for some p>l. Wong [7] has shown that this result is valid without

the restriction fE C1, f S 0.
The aim here is to prove oscillation theorems for (1) without the

restriction a>0. Bhatia [2] has established such results under the

condition fo a(s)ds= + oo ; this condition is here relaxed to (2) for

a suitable class of equations of the form (1). Kartsatos [3] has proved

a result somewhat akin to Theorem 1 below for the more general

equation

y" + a(t)g(y,y')=0,

a(t) not assumed positive, under conditions much different from ours.

Kiguradze [4] has shown that continuable solutions of the equation

u" + a(t)\ «|"sgn« = 0

are oscillatory if n> 1 and /" <p(t)o.(t)dt = oo for a continuous, positive,

concave function <p(t).
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Theorem 1. Let f be continuous and continuously differentiable on

(- oo, 0)U(0, oo) with uf(u) >0, /' ^0 there; letf also satisfy

/x   du                      r-x du
-  <   oo, I - <   CO.

1   /(«)                J-I /(«)

Assume that a(t) is locally integrable and that, for each sufficiently large

x>0,

0 < lim    I    a(s)ds ^ + oo.
f-»»   J x

Finally, assume

/>  oo
sa(s)ds = + oo.

X

Then every yES is either oscillatory or tends monotonically to zero as

t-*ao.

Proof. Let yE$ be nonoscillatory, so for some /3>0, y^O on

[j3, oo). Then we can divide (1) by f(y(s)) and integrate from xj^/3 to

fS^x to get

y'(t) y'(x) r ' r y'(s) I2 f '
(3) -^--^- +       f\y(s))   ——   ^ +        fl(*)di = 0.

f(y(t))    /(?(*))    Jxjyyy))lf(y(s))\       JXK'

The first integral is nonnegative; we may suppose /3 so large that the

second integral is positive for t sufficiently large. Thus

(4) y'(i)/f(y(t)) < y'(x)/f(y(x))

provided t is sufficiently larger than x. We distinguish two cases.

Case 1. y(x)y'(x)gO for some x^/3. Then the inequality above

shows that y(t)y'(t) <0 for all sufficiently large t, so \y\ is monotone

decreasing. Moreover, (4) implies that there is no loss of generality

in assuming y'/f(y)<0 on [j8, oo). If \y(t)\ ^L>0, then f(y(t)) is

bounded away from zero, say |/(y(0)| =^> whence (4) yields

11       /(?(*))

But yy'<0, y' bounded away from zero is incompatible with the fact

that y does not vanish on [x, oo). Thus y tends monotonically to zero.

Case 2. y(x)y'(x)>0 for xG[iS,   oo). In this case y is monotone

increasing and y is bounded away from zero. From
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/'     y'(s)                           /•"<,)    du
-ds = lim sup   I -< oo

*   f(y(s))           <-»   J vm   f(u)

we conclude that lim inf y'(s)/f(y(s)) =0 whence, in view of (4),

y'(s)/f(y(s))—*0 as s—>+°o. Letting t—>+ oo in (3), we obtain the

inequality
y'(x) r '

(5) -/— ^ lim a(s)ds.
f(y(x))      «-» J x

li the indicated limit is + oo for some xE [|8, oo), we have a contra-

diction to the continuity of y', since y(x)^0. Suppose then that the

limit exists for all large x and integrate (5) from x to X ^x, obtaining

-^   I     sa(s)ds — x I     0(5)^5 + (A — x) I     a(s)ds.
v(x)      /(«) *'* ''x -'X

The second integral on the right is bounded in X and the third is

nonnegative; the first diverges to + oo as X—*oo. Since the left side

is bounded, we have a contradiction. Thus Case 2 is impossible, and

the theorem is proved.

Theorem 2. In addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 1, assume that

J'1    du                      .       r~ldu
-< oo;        lim    I        -< oo.

«    /(«)                   «->o+ J _e    f(u)

Then every y£ff is oscillatory.

Proof. Proceeding as above, we have only to show that Case 1 of

the proof of Theorem 1 now leads to a contradiction. Thus we assume

that y(t)y'(t) <0, y(<)->0. From

f 1   y'(s) . /••<«   du
lim sup I      - ds = lim sup I - < oo (

«—    J»  \f(y(s)) *-o    Jy       f(u)

we have

y'(s)
lim inf -   = 0,

-..    f(y(s))

so there exists a sequence (s*), 5*—>co, such that y'(sk)/f(y(sic))—*0 as

&—» 00. Let i = Sk in (3) and take the limit as k—»00 to get

y'(x) /•'*
—— ^ lim a(s)ds > 0,
/(y(x))      *->. Jx

a contradiction.
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The function/(w) = | u\1/2 sgn u+u3 is an example of a function/

satisfying the conditions of Theorem 2. By strengthening the assump-

tions on a slightly, we can extend the class of functions/ to include

u+u3, for example. In the following we denote min {a(t), 0} by a_(0-

Theorem 3. In addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 1, assume that

/'^7>0 on (—oo, 0)W(0, oo) and that a_(s) is integrable over (0, oo).

Then every y£$F is oscillatory.

Proof. We again show that Case 1 of Theorem 1 is impossible.

Assume then that y>0, y'<0 on [p\ oo); a similar argument treats

the case y<0, y'>0. From (4) we have

y'(t)
^ -5 <0

f(y(t))

for some o; it follows that the first integral in (3) diverges to + oo as

/—>oo. Hence y'(t)/f(y(t))-+— oo as t—>oo.

Integration of (1) leads to the inequality

y'(t) - y'(x) + [ sup f(y(s))] f  a-(s)ds g 0
iS»Si J x

for t ^x, whence

/(*) ^ /(/) - Mf(y(x)),

using the monotonicity of/; here — M=/o" a_(s)ds. Nowlimsupt-^ y'(t)

= 0 since y(t)>0, so we may take lim sup in the above inequality to

obtain

y'(x)/f(y(x)) ^-M,

a contradiction. Thus every solution of (1) defined on a positive half-

line is oscillatory.

The function a(t) = (l/t) cos t+3/t2 satisfies the conditions of

Theorem 2 but not those of Theorem 3.

The theorems proved here can be extended to a somewhat larger

class of equations by considerations of the sort used in [S].
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